Subliminal Hypno-Programming: A new science and advanced technology

Synopsis of full document:
Subliminal lnfluentiality is a science and Subliminal Hypno-Programming is the ultra-practical
technology
Although, Subliminal Hypno-Programming, has arisen from a science, our technology has
almost nothing to do with hypnosis, deprogramming, or any other such device. Precisely
because it is subliminal and distant, our technology far exceeds any known system in the world.
Subliminal Hypno-Programming breaks into people's mind from a distance without them
noticing it, to insert with surgical precision specific new thought-implants into their deeper
unconscious, for them to alter dramatically their former usual behavior according to a
particular plan or strategy.
"I cannot think of a person or a group of persons who would not benefit from using my
"subliminal influence technologies," to bring about a complete change of attitude (political,
commercial, or personal) of some targeted individual (or individuals)." (Philip Savage)
What is new about hypno-programming, is "distant-subliminality." This means Subliminal
Hypno-Programming, can "implant" the unconscious sphere of specific human subjects much
deeper (i.e., at the subliminal level), more effectively, beneath the threshold of the subject's
awareness and from an unlimited distance (i.e., theoretically, anywhere in the world).
This means that direct contact between the human subjects and the source is highly
redundant. Distances also are irrelevant: A few microns or thousands of kilometers ... it is just
the same. There is no separability of people, things or events.
The technology can provoke a complete recalibration of the most essential neurobehavioral
functions of those people, which takes place without the subjects noticing anything special
happening to them.
Uses for Subliminal Hypno-Programming:

National and International Security. We do not need to emphasize again the benefit to any
government of having the option to remove an otherwise "irremovable" terrroistic leader of
some hypothetical "rogue" nation.
According to Philip Savage, "After only a few days of (unconsciously) experiencing the first
effects of the initial subliminal strike, the targeted person will start to feel a mounting
disinterest for his former occupational field (political, military, industrial, etc.). The internal
systems of psycho-inhibition that still kept him under relative control will collapse. He will lose

his most deeply repressed (psychotic) impulses. This will give way to the worst behavioral
excesses and intense emotional episodes that his personal staff (and his family) have ever
endured."
Criminology.
Our technology affords the possibility of curbing the crime rate on an
unprecedented scale.
Business. Subliminal "enhancement" is one of the more popular benefits of our technology. In
business, this means that high performance corporate executives could compete more
productively in the global marketplace. Likewise, subliminal enhancement of a company's sales
force should guarantee absolute loyalty of the personnel, and a much higher output of their
professional energy.
Stock Exchange. Such a technology affords the beneficiaries to create new financial trends of
their own.
Legal. The unlimited possibilities of using Subliminal Hypno-Programming to brain-reset some
false witness
Family. The quick and favorable conclusion to some "messy" divorce The subliminal recovery
of some brainwashed child or some abducted parent to bring them back to sanity
Athletics and Intellectual Competition. The subliminal enhancement of human athletes
(individually or as a team) can increase the energetic potential by as much as 20%. Subliminal
intellectual enhancement of someone who needs to tackle new professional challenges (or
exams) is absolutely remarkable.
Politicians and Lobbies. With the technology, it is possible to sway a targeted electorate or
enhance the image of particular candidates. By implanting a compulsive desire to tell the truth,
we can also completely remove from the public scene a notoriously corrupt or criminal
politician.
Health. "HEALTHENING," the term we have given to the subliminal treatment emphasizes the
positive proactive element in the process of health reposession. Since people's systems of
beliefs are dangerously instrumental in the decline of their health, it is only through subliminal
conduits that one can bypass with such unprecedented efficiency this morbid mind-body
disconnection.
"[With my technology], I am able to break into the psycho-continuum, "surf" in it with
excellent accuracy, and eventually reconfigure it according to specific purposes. People actively
exposed to my subliminal procedure are then driven to do, unconsciously, things they
otherwise would not do (or are driven unconsciously not to do things that they otherwise
would do)."

